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I was just alerted by a reader to a strange article up at Veterans Today, posted January 28. The byline is
Gordon Duff, but it is also attributed to Jeff Smith. In it, they are promoting(?) a book by Jesse M.
Chandler called The Unified Field. They then provide an extensive quote from the book. The
problem? It is just a long quote lifted directly from my book the Un-unified Field. That book was
published by Authorhouse in June, 2010, and is copyrighted. It is still in print. Most of the papers in
the book have previous copyrights going back to 2003-2009. I don't have a copy of Chandler's book,
and it is currently unavailable according to Amazon.com. But if Veterans Today has correctly quoted
from it, Chandler has just copied verbatim from pages 1-2 of my book.
I don't really know what to think of this, and suspect there is more to it than meets the eye. To start
with, the book is unavailable and I could find little information on Jesse M. Chandler. He appears to
have some recent patents on gas turbine engines, but I couldn't see how that connected him to me. If he
was filing patents for charge field engines, I might be more suspicious. The other strange thing is of
course Veterans Today, which is a bunch of retired spooks running various disinfo campaigns—mostly
against each other. They have pretty much admitted that, so I am not stating anything extraordinary.
We know they know who I am, since one of their guys or ex-guys, Jim Fetzer, has previously quoted
me and linked to me in his articles on Sandy Hook.
The writers at VT are talking about free energy work by the Keshe Foundation, but the article is so
poorly written it is impossible to tell if they are promoting Keshe or blackwashing it. Are they
promoting Chandler, or blackwashing him by outing him as a plagiarist? Are they promoting me or
trying to blackwash me? Are they planning some reversal on me with this? I don't yet know. But my
suspicion is Keshe is another Intel front, sort of like Elon Musk and his projects. Another part of Intel
may be trying to expose Keshe, Chandler, and the rest as frauds. The machinations within Intelligence
have become so complex it is nearly impossible to unwind them, especially the newer and ongoing
ones.
However that may turn out, I encourage my readers on both sites (art and science) to flood Veterans
Today with complaints. My readers should also flood any forums they visit with notices on this, to
make it clear this content has been plagiarized, that I am not Jesse Chandler or connected to him in any
way, and that I am not connected to VT in any way. I confirm that I was blindsided by this as much as
any of you were.
Beyond that, I encourage any readers who are interested to research this more, to find out if Chandler's
book is being offered for sale anywhere. If it is, I need to get it shut down. I suspect the book is a total
fake, and that it doesn't actually exist except as a cover created in photoshop. But I could be wrong.
The reason I suspect it isn't real is the form of the plagiarism. Normally, if you wanted to plagiarize
someone else's ideas, you would put them in your own words. You wouldn't just lift entire pages
verbatim. That is way too obvious. So this looks to me like a planned fail of some sort.

Possibly they are trying to subtly tie me to this one, so that when it all explodes somehow, I take some
of the shrapnel. I don't really see how that is going to work, since I am standing too far away from this
action to take any hits; but I guess that doesn't keep them from trying.
It is also possible they just wanted to get me to their site, so that they could plant some targeting virus
on me. When I went to the site and clicked on the contact button, my computer immediately locked
down. Fortunately, I have recently switched over to an old Mac and rebooting seems to have solved
that problem. I also suspect I have some powerful anti-hackers as unknown friends, helping me with
problems like this. If so, thanks.
Any of my readers who are attorneys may wish to email me with some advice. I already know some of
you, but anyone who wants to get involved in this is welcome to. My family has many lawyers near at
hand already, but I would prefer to work with my own readers, who already know the score.
Update, February 3, 2016: Veterans Today has now updated their article, including a picture of my
book at the top of the quote and mentioning me by name. However, they have done this without
indicating any correction and with no apology. And the article is still criminally unclear, since they
still fail to indicate that they are extensively direct-quoting from my book. A reader would not
understand that the entire section is lifted from my book almost verbatim. They apparently are
unaware of the rules of citation, by which you must put in quotes any direct quote, and indicate who
you are quoting. They also still include Jesse Chandler's book below, implying he might be involved
somehow in this long quote, when he isn't.
Beyond that, they preface the unquoted quote by saying that according to “M. Mathis and other modern
theorists a unified field equation only has to unify two separate fields in order to qualify as a unified
field. It does not have to unify all four fields. Both Newton and Coulomb formulas are unified field
equations. That is why the two equations look so much alike. They are basically the inverse of each
other”. What other modern theorist has said that? No theorist before me said anything like that, and
if anyone else is now saying it, they got it directly from me, as this plagiarized test makes clear.
And because they have not indicated the quote, the reader doesn't know when they stop quoting from
me in the article. After lifting many paragraphs right out of my book, they then begin talking about
unrelated things. But a reader has no idea where the switch has been made, so they may assume I think
my theory is linked to this in some way. It isn't. I have no link to any of these people or their projects
and do not approve of being used to sell them in this way.
And finally, my computer again began acting strangely as soon as I landed on that page, indicating the
spooks are trying to plant something on me or my computer in some way.

